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can have nothing to say. If it anticipates the Indian marriages
legislation and is intended to be a feeler, it is an ill omen. For
the essence of the Indian proposal is that Indian marriages cali-
brated in accordance with the religious ceremonial prescribed by any of the
great Indian faiths should be recognized by the law of South Africa so
long as they are monogamous in fact. Now Indian religions do not re-
quire publication of banns. We have our own method (in our opi-
nion, far superior to that of the publication of banns) of widely
advertising approaching marriages. No Indian priest worthy of
the name can possibly perform a marriage ceremony if there is
any objection offered against it in terms of the religious custom
or law. And it is the caste or the guild which takes severe notice
of any breach of the canonical law. Whilst we do not wish to offend
the sentiment of the Europeans of South Africa regarding mono-
gamy, we certainly do not contemplate surrendering our religious
principles by a hair's breadth. We think it but right to utter this
note of warning whilst the proposed legislation is still unpublished.
Indian Opinion, 8-4-1914
308. LETTER TO E. Af. GORGES
[phcbhdc,
natal,]
April 8, 1914
BEAR MR. GORGES,
I would like to bring the following point to your notice.
Mr. Polak sent the temporary certificates that were issued to the
educated Indians who were allowed to settle in the Transvaal
in terms of the Provisional Settlement of 1911 to be exchanged
for permanent certificates in virtue of the Immigrants Regulation
Act of 1913, and I understand that Mr. Chamaey has written
saying that such certificates are not yet to be issued. May I know
why permanent certificates are not being issued?1
/«,
Aw* &*J&
£. M. gorges
offices of the interior
gape town
From a photostat of the typewiittm office copy: S,N. 5958
1A reply to this was received to the efibct that the matter was under coori-
deratkn and it would be dealt with after the passage of the Asiatic legislation.

